What does President Trump really think?
The BBC recently estimated his views on different countries based on what has been published on his Twitter account since becoming POTUS. The nations that are the recipients of his Twitter comments (if measured by either numbers of emails or their tone) probably meet
general expectations. The main focus is Russia, South East Asia, and the Middle East.
Judging by some of the Tweets pre and post-inauguration, President Trump changes his mind (or has his mind changed for him), witness Tweets on Syria and Afghanistan.
Some countries are very noticeable by their absence- Saudi Arabia, and many of the rich oil-producing Middle East states. The huge continent of Africa, with its 60 odd states, gets precious little attention.
Thankfully, Mr Trump’s Tweets do not necessarily reflect the policy and actions of the World’s most powerful nation, and diplomacy is conducted through other more conventional channels, and with many countries you might not think would register on the President’s
radar. Trinidad and Tobago Prime Minister Keith Rowley spoke to Donald Trump on the phone in February to discuss "shared priorities". One of those priorities is terrorism, with some US officials worried that the small Caribbean island could become a "breeding ground for
extremists", according to the New York Times……..Danish Prime Minister Rasmussen’s comments about Trump Tweets are probably correct (see below).

"America is deeply fortunate to
have a neighbour like Canada"

"This administration should be
judged by its actions, and not
single tweets, because it's tough
to get all the nuance out in 140
characters". '- Prime Minister
Rasmussen after meeting with
President Trump, 31 Mar 2017

"Give the public a break - The
FAKE NEWS media is trying to say
that large scale immigration in
Sweden is working out just
beautifully. NOT!" '@realDonaldTrump, 20 Feb 2017

"Don't attack Syria - an attack that
will bring nothing but trouble for
the U.S. Focus on making our
country strong and great again!" '@realDonaldTrump, 9 Sep 2013.

"Russia talk is FAKE NEWS put out
by the Dems, and played up by the
media, in order to mask the big
election defeat and the illegal
leaks!" '- @realDonaldTrump, 26
Feb 2017

"Mexico has taken advantage of
the U.S. for long enough. Massive
trade deficits & little help on the
very weak border must change,
NOW!"

"Let's get out of Afghanistan. Our
troops are being killed by the
Afghanis we train and we waste
billions there. Nonsense! Rebuild
the USA" @realDonaldTrump, 11
Jan 2013

""North Korea is looking for trouble. If
China decides to help, that would be
great. If not, we will solve the problem
without them! USA" @realDonaldTrump, 11 Apr 2017"Iran
is playing with fire - they don't
appreciate how "kind" President
Obama was to them. Not me!"

"I am in Istanbul, Turkey. Just
opened magnificent
#TrumpTowers - a big hit", '@realDonaldTrump, 20 Apr 2012

Pleased

"I have great respect for
[President Xi]. I have great respect
for China"

Neutral

"Melania and I are hosting
Japanese Prime Minister Shinzo
Abe and Mrs. Abe at Mar-a-Lago in
Palm Beach, Fla. They are a
wonderful couple!"

Angry
""Iran is playing with fire - they
don't appreciate how "kind"
President Obama was to them.
Not me!"

Furious

"I just want to let everybody know
in case there was any doubt that
we are very much behind
President Sisi"“

Mr President’s Tweets on countries (as of up
to about 15.5.2017). Acknowledgments to the
BBC

“Thank you to Prime Minister of
Australia for telling the truth about
our very civil conversation that
FAKE NEWS media lied about. Very
nice!"

